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Abstract - In computer science, cycle detection is the 
algorithmic problem of finding a cycle in a sequence of 
iterated functionvalues. The analysis of cycles in network has 
different application in the design and development in 
communication systems such as the investigation of 
topological features and consideration of reliability and fault 
tolerance. There are various problems related to the analysis 
of cycles in network among which the most important one is 
the detection of cycles in graph. In this paper, we proposed 
SUS_dcycle method which is a detection algorithm for 
detecting cycle in a directed graph, with the help of linked list 
in order to discover new lists in run time. This algorithm is 
used to detect the cycle in any type of directed graph. The 
proposed algorithm differs from other existing algorithms 
through its ability to count the total number of cycles present 
in any type of directed graphs. Also the study of earlier works 
says that this is a novel approach for the prescribed task and 
complex problems may use it as a subroutine application for 
effective results. In advanced computing, time-space trade-off 
is an important factor to efficiently deal with the problems. 
This method may solve the above said purpose. 
 
Index Terms – Directed graph, Cycle, Linked list, Graph 
theory, and Data structure. 
 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Cycle 
A cycle is repeating part in the sequence. In computer 
science, cycle detection is the algorithmic problem of finding a 
cycle in a sequence of iterated function values [1]. Suppose in a 
function f(x), if  x repeats the same sequence of values once 
again, then there exist a cycle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Example of a cycle with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 as 
vertices of the graph. 
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Here f(x) is the function and [x: x is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, y… in 
sequence, where y is 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 in sequence and is 
repeated], here cycle exists because x repeats the value 2, 3, 4, 
5, 6 repeatedly. This paper proposes a SUS’s cycle detection 
algorithm to detect cycles and to find number of cycles in any 
directed graph whether it is simple or multi digraph. This 
algorithm is also helpful in fetching out the number of cycles in 
the whole graph. 
 
2.0 EARLIER WORKS IN THIS FIELD 

tortoise 
and the hare" algorithm, is a pointer algorithm that uses only 
two pointers, which move through the sequence at different 
speeds. The algorithm is named for Robert W. Floyd, who 
invented it in the late 1960s.[9] 
The key insight in the algorithm is that, for any integers i ≥ μ 
and k ≥ 0, xi = xi + kλ, where λ is the length of the loop to be 
found. In particular, whenever i = mλ ≥ μ, it follows that xi = 
x2i. Thus, the algorithm only needs to check for repeated values 
of this special form, one twice as far from the start of the 
sequence as the other, to find a period ν of a repetition that is a 
multiple of λ. Once ν is found, the algorithm retraces the 
sequence from its start to find the first repeated value xμ in the 
sequence, using the fact that λ divides ν and therefore that xμ = 
xμ + 2ν. Finally, once the value of μ is known it is trivial to find 
the length λ of the shortest repeating cycle, by searching for the 
first position μ + λ for which xμ + λ = xμ. 
The algorithm thus maintains two pointers into the given 
sequence, one (the tortoise) at xi, and the other (the hare) at x2i

2.2

. 
At each step of the algorithm, it increases i by one, moving the 
tortoise one step forward and the hare two steps forward in the 
sequence, and then compares the sequence values at these two 
pointers. The smallest value of i> 0 for which the tortoise and 
hare point to equal values is the desired value ν. 
 

Richard P. Brent et al. described an alternative cycle 
detection algorithm that, like the tortoise and hare algorithm, 
requires only two pointers into the sequence.[10] However, it is 
based on a different principle: searching for the smallest power 
2i that is larger than both λ and μ. For i = 0, 1, 2, etc., the 
algorithm compares x2

i
−1

Brent 

 with each subsequent sequence value 
up to the next power of two, stopping when it finds a match. It 
has two advantages compared to the tortoise and hare 
algorithm: it finds the correct length λ of the cycle directly, 
rather than needing to search for it in a subsequent stage, and 
its steps involve only one evaluation of ƒ rather the indices of 
saved sequence than three. 

[10] already describes variations of his technique in which 
values are powers of a number R other than two. By choosing 
R to be a number close to one, and storing the sequence values 
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at indices that are near a sequence of consecutive powers of R, 
a cycle detection algorithm can use a number of function 
evaluations that is within an arbitrarily small factor of the 
optimum λ+μ.

2.3Sedgewick, Szymanski, and Yao 

[12] [13] 
 

[14] provide a method that 
uses M memory cells and requires in the worst case only 

function evaluations, for some 
constant c, which they show to be optimal. The technique 
involves maintaining a numerical parameter d, storing in a table 
only those positions in the sequence that are multiples of d, and 
clearing the table and doubling d whenever too many values 
have been stored. 
Several authors have described distinguished point methods 
that store function values in a table based on a criterion 
involving the values, rather than (as in the method of 
Sedgewick et al.) based on their positions. For instance, values 
equal to zero modulo some value d might be stored.[15][16] More 
simply, Nivasch[11] credits D. P. Woodruff with the suggestion 
of storing a random sample of previously seen values, making 
an appropriate random choice at each step so that the sample 
remains random. 
 
2.4 Nivasch [11] describes an algorithm that does not use a fixed 
amount of memory, but for which the expected amount of 
memory used (under the assumption that the input function is 
random) is logarithmic in the sequence length. An item is 
stored in the memory table, with this technique, when no later 
item has a smaller value. As Nivasch shows, the items with this 
technique can be maintained using a stack data structure, and 
each successive sequence value need be compared only to the 
top of the stack. The algorithm terminates when the repeated 
sequence element with smallest value is found. Running the 
same algorithm with multiple stacks, using random 
permutations of the values to reorder the values within each 
stack, allows a time–space tradeoff similar to the previous 
algorithms. However, even the version of this algorithm with a 
single stack is not a pointer algorithm, due to the comparisons 
needed to determine which of two values is smaller. 
Any cycle detection algorithm that stores at most M values 
from the input sequence must perform at least 

function evaluations.

a) START 

[17] [18] 
 

3.0 PROPOSED IDEA 
3.1 Proposed SUS_dcycle Algorithm 

b) SUS_dcycle algorithm has parameters as information field, 
variables with their data types and identifiers for starting, 
processing the paths, temporary allocation and exchanging 
of the data, variables for counting the cycles in test graph, 
holding temporary data and functional mechanism to free 
the unused space. 

c) Initialize the variables as per the mechanism chosen and 
allocate the data in them. 

d) Define the vertices information and edges as per the 
mechanism/ approach chosen. 

e) Put each and every node in a list say ‘LIST0’. 
f) Take out any node from LIST0 as a starting node (if any 

node exists.) 
g) Get/start with the first vertex, let A and hold its storage 

location. 
h) Now, if there are n directed paths from the first vertex A, 

then the possible new paths from here are n-1, so create the 
n-1 data structures (chosen by you) to hold these possible 
paths. Also remove these discovered node from List0.And 
whenever a new node discovered during traversal remove 
it from LIST0.  

i) Define a mechanism to store the information of all next 
vertex traversed from the previous vertex and hold it 
anyhow. 

j) Loop starts up to all the existing and uncovered paths. 
k) In a particular path p, compare the new vertex presently 

being traversed with the all of previously traversed vertices 
starting from the first vertex in p and check whether the 
present information is being repeated. 

l) If yes, then  
We are sure that a cycle exists.  
Store the vertices information comprising this cycle 
and may print their values as per need. 
Increment the counter by one. 

m) If no vertex is repeated, then 
We can declare that there is not a cycle in that traversed 
path p. 

n) So, go to next possible path starting from first vertex. 
Continue this process till all the paths are covered. 
Loop Ends 

o) After working with every path from Starting node (‘A’). 
Check LIST0 if any node is present there, if yes then once 
again take out any node from remaining node and follow 
step 8 to 14.  

p) Print the counter value as the no. of cycles in the test graph 
and as per need can print the vertices contained in those 
cycles respectively. 

q) END 
 
3.2 Proposed SUS_dcycle Algorithmwith the Linked List 
Implementation 
SUS_dcycle (INFO, LINK, START1, START2, LIST0, 
LIST1, LIST2, PTR1, PTR2, PTR3, ITEM, Counter, 
FREE(x), TEMP) 
INFO-Stores the information field of the node in linked list. 
LINK-Address field of the node that contains the address of 
the next node in the linked list. 
LIST0- List to store all the nodes of a graph. Use of this list is 
to find out the unreachable nodes (if exist) from a starting node 
(that we choose randomly from LIST0) in a digraph. 
LIST1-Linked list to store the base address of all the linked 
lists formed during runtime. 
LIST2-Linked list to store nodes discover during traversal. 
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START1-Pointer which points to the first node of linked 
LIST1. 
START2-Pointer which points to the first node of linked 
LIST2. 
Counter-A global variable to count the number of cycle. 
SAVE, PTR, PTR2, PTR3,PTR4, and TEMP: They are the 
pointer variables. 
ITEM-It contains the info character. 
FREE(x)-This function will remove the node x. 
Start with: 
1. Put each and every node in a LIST0.  
2. Take out any node from LIST0 as a starting node (if any 

node exists.). 
3. Whenever a new node discovered during traversal just 

remove it from LIST0.  
 
Step1: Insert the first node in linked list LIST2. (Let the first 
node be A.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig: 2 Insertion of first 
 

Step2: Put the base address of the LIST2 in LIST1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: Insertion 
 

Step3:Now, if there are n directed paths from A, then total 
number of new linked list will be n-1 and they all will be 
duplicate of LIST2. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4: Example of n directed path from A 

Step-4: Now put each next node of the graph directed from the 
last node into separate linked lists. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5: Insert 1 in LIST2 and others in the copies in 

LIST2 

Step-5: Put the base address of each newly created list into the 
LIST1 in a consecutive manner. 
 
// Iteration of outer loop 
Step-6: Repeat Step (7) to (10) while (START1! = NULL) 
/*Compare the element at last node of LIST2 with all its 
previous nodes starting from starting node.*/ 
 
Step 7: [Initialize the value of pointer PTR and SAVE with the 
value of pointer START2.] 

PTR<-START2 
SAVE<-START2 

Step 8: [Repeat Steps (a) to (b) until (PTR! =NULL)] 
 a) PTR<-LINK [PTR] 

b) TEMP<-INFO [PTR] 
Step 9: [Initialize PTR2 with START2] 

PTR2<-START2  
 
/*Compare the last element with all the elements of LIST2.*/ 
 
Step10: [Repeat the following steps (a) to (b) and 11 to 13 until 
(PTR2! =NULL)] 
              SAVE=PTR2 
          IF (TEMP=INFO [SAVE])  
          THEN  

i. Counter<- Counter+1 
 

/*If the counter is incremented then drop the wholeLIST2 list if 
cycle exist in addition, the node with the base address of the 
dropped list is removed from List1 and START1 points the 
next node to the deleted node in List1*/ 
 
ii. [Display the detected cycle by repeating the following step 
until PTR3! =NULL] 

a) ITEM=INFO [START2] 
b) DISPLAY [ITEM] 
c) PTR3=LINK [START2] 

[In addition freeing the displayed nodes] 
d) FREE (START2) 
e) START2=PTR3 

iii. [Remove the node containing the base address 
ofLIST2 list in which cycle occurs or null node appears] 
a) PTR4=LINK [START1] 
b) FREE (START1) 
                 c) START1=PTR4 
           ELSE 

START2 

A NULL 

START1 

START3 NULL 

A 

1
  

2 3 4 n 
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                  PTR2=LINK [PTR2] 
ENDIF 
 
Step 11: [Enter the next node directed by the last node in 
LIST2 using Step (3)-(12) until NULL node encountered] [If 
NULL is encountered then GOTO STEP 11-(ii)] 
After working with every path from Starting node (‘A’). Check 
LIST0 if any node is present there, if yes then once again take 
out any node from remaining node and follow Step 1 to 11. 
 
If no node is left in LIST0 then GOTO Step12. 
 
Step12: [The final value of counter will result in total number 
of cycles in the test graph].  

DISPLAY [Counter] 
Step 13: END 
 
3.3 Example 
Let’s take a directed graph with n (V) =5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6: A directed graph with A, B, C, D and E as its 
vertices. 

Let us take two-linked list LIST1, LIST2 withSTART1, 
START2 as their pointers to their base address respectively. 
And LIST0 for storing each and every node of digraph (Figure 
6) 
Start with: 
 

 
 
 

Figure 7: LIST0 storing all the nodes of digraph (Figure 6) 

Take out any node from LIST0 as a starting node (if any node 
exists.).  
Remember, whenever a new node discovered during traversal 
just remove it from LIST0. 

Step-1: Insert the first node in linked list LIST2. Let it be node 
A. Remove ‘A’ from LIST0. 
 

 
Figure 8:  Linked list LIST2 with A in its first info field. 

In addition, put the base address of this linked list LIST2 in 
LIST1 in its info field. 
 
In addition, put the base address of this linked list LIST2 in 
LIST1 in its info field. 
 
 
 
 

Figure 9: START1 points to the base address of LIST1 with 
base address of LIST2 in its info field. 

Step-2: Now, there are four directed paths from A i.e. 
B,C,Eand Dso, total number of new linked lists will be three 
(4-1=3).And they will be duplicate of lastly implemented 
linked list. Now Put each next node of the graph directed from 
the last node (B,C,E&D) into separate linked lists and put  the 
base address of each newly created linked lists into the LIST1 
in a consecutive manner. Also, Remove B, C, E & D from 
LIST0.

 
Figure 10: Insert B in LIST2 and C, E and D in the newly 

created copies of LIST2. 
 
 

 

 
Figure 11: Insertion of base address of the above-created 

lists in LIST1 
 
Step-3:Repeat step (4)-(9) until START1! = NULL 
Step-4: Take PTR as a temporary variable. 
PTR=INFO [START1] (Here, PTR = B200) 
Step-5:Now as PTR points to the LIST2, compare the element 
at last node of LIST2 with all its previous nodes from starting. 
Step-6: Since, cycle is not detected; insertion of node directed 
by B in LIST2 will take place. Since B directs only one node 
(D), there is no need to discover new lists, if there will be two 
say x & y then new nodes will be formed with A linked with B 
and B linked with x and second list will be A linked with B and 
B linked with y. 
 
 

A B E C D 

A 

B 
C 

D E 

START1 

B200 NULL 

START
 

B200  C200  E200  D200 NULL
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Figure 12: Insertion of D node in the LIST2 

 
Step-7: use Step-5 and 6 for further traversing path. 

 
Figure 13: Insertion of node A in List2 

 
Step-8: Use step-5 and check it has cycle or not. 
Here, there is a cycle hence counter incremented and the list 
displayed and then deleted. In addition, if first info field of the 
LIST1 detects NULL then there is no cycle, counter does not 
incremented but list deleted.    
 
Step-9: Now, PTR should points to next node of LIST1. 
PTR =LINK [PTR] 
 
Step-10: Since, there are no nodes left in LIST0, displaying 
counter results in number of cycle in the graph. 
 
HERE, there are 7 cycles in the graph (Figure 5) 
Therefore, using the algorithm we can find the node that forms 
the cycles and number of cycle in any digraph. 
 
3.4 Complexity 
3.4.1 Worst Case 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14: Example of complete directed graph in order to 

calculate the worst case of algorithm. 
Let n be the number of vertices in the directed complete graph. 
=>T (n) =Pointers assigning+ New lists+ Cycle detection  
=>T (n) =O (n-1) +O ((n-1) ^ (n-1)) +O (n-1)  
=>T (n) =O (nn

 

) 
 
3.4.2 Best Case 
=>T (n) = Pointers assigning+ Cycle detection  
=>T (n) =O (1) +O (n-1) 
=>T (n) =O (n) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 15: Example of the directed graph in order to find 
the best case of algorithm 

 
4.0 APPLICATIONS OF CYCLE 
a) Cycle detection may be helpful as a way of 

discovering infinite loops in certain types of 

b) Use of wait-for graphs to detect deadlocks in concurrent 
system [3]. 

computer 
programs [2]. 

c) Periodic configurations in 

d) In

cellular automaton simulations 
may be found by applying cycle detection algorithms to 
the sequence of automaton states [4]. 

 cryptographic applications, the ability to find two 
distinct values xμ−-1 and xλ+μ−-1 mapped by some 
cryptographic function ƒ to the same value xμ may indicate 
a weakness in ƒ. For instance, Quisquater and Delescaille 
[5] apply cycle detection algorithms in the search for a 
message and a pair of Data Encryption Standard keys that 
map that message to the same encrypted value; Kaliski, 
Rivest, and Sherman [6] also use cycle detection 
algorithms to attack DES. The technique may also use to 
find a collision in a 

e) 
cryptographic hash function. 

 

Analysis of electrical networks, periodic scheduling, 
analysis of chemical and biological pathways. 

5.0 RECOMMENDATION 
The proposed SUS’s cycle detection method is not only an 
easier method to detect cycle in any digraph but also very 
helpful in finding number of cycles in the graph. So, 
thisalgorithmcan be used in detecting infinite loops in various 
computer programs, analysis of electrical networks, periodic 
scheduling and in many more places where there is a need to 
detect cycle. 
 
6.0 LIMITATION 
In this paper, the cycle detection done with the help of linked 
list. However, this method is easier to implement, in worst case 
its complexity reaches to O (n^n), which is much higher and 
because of the formation of new lists in run time it needs large 
space to act upon. Although, this algorithm removes that linked 
lists in which traversal is completed, computers with large 
space used here to execute the proposed algorithm. 

n 
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3 4 
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n 

1 
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7.0 FUTURE SCOPE 
The above-proposed algorithmhelps in detecting cycle in any 
digraph takes much space to execute and its complexity is 
much higher in case of worst case. Therefore, using this 
method and logic, in future new logics may define to overcome 
the complexity and space problems.  
 
8.0 CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have developed a new technique to detect the 
number of cycles in a directed graph and showed the entire 
traversed node that forms cycle by displaying it at the time of 
using counter that incremented at the time of detecting cycle. In 
addition, when the cycle detects, the same time traversed list is 
deleted hence, that saved the space. Insertion of nodes from 
directed graph inserts in the singly linked list. The procedure of 
this algorithm is much easier to implement and execute for 
digraph and directed multigraph. This algorithm can be 
beneficial in detecting infinite loops in certain computer 
program [2].The proposed algorithm expected to be of great 
interest in theory and practice alike. 
 
9.0 NOVELTY IN THIS PAPER 
In this paper, we have not only presented the new way to detect 
the cycle in any simple or strongly connected digraph but also 
presented the new way to count number of cycles in the graph. 
We used here an efficient data structure named linked list to 
form new nodes in run-time. It is also used in storing the base 
address of the newly form linked list in run-time. Hence, we 
can say that all the application of this algorithm executes in 
run-time. 
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